Articles
of A.S.R.T. – Association for Scientific Research of Time Travel. Domicile of the
association is Wiener Strasse 134, D-01219 Dresden, Germany.
Ambition of the (unlisted in register of associations) society is the scientific research
of possibilities of time travel. The aim is to offer evidence that time travel is possible
either from presence, future or past. As cast iron proof will only be regarded
construction or supply of an object or procedure by means of which a human being
will be able to move himself into the flux time vectors “future” or “past. Argumentum
e contrario the objective will be achieved if proof undoubtedly shows that time travel
is impossible under no circumstances.
The association consists of the original members Uwe Aloé, Walter Gith and Bernd
Siebler. Additional members can only be accepted by unanimous decision. Exclusion
of members is only possible unanimously as well, unless a member has proved to be
blameworthy towards the association – which needs to be confirmed by a neutral
arbitral tribunal. For all other decisions a simple majority of the members is
applicable.
The members act unsalaried. Any allowance for material or non-material expense
may be determined in case of an excess at the end of a financial year.
The association awards free of charge licences for the participation in an experiment
explained in detail of the association owned website www.timemachine1212.com .
Manufacturing and electronic mailing of the licences will be advanced by the initiators
resp. covered by potential donations.
Acquirers who prefer a personal participant code and the postal forwarding of the
relative document should cover the charges for printing, laminating and mailing of
the licences at cost price of 40 €.
The future manufacture, printing and forwarding of the temponaut instructions will
lead to a flat charge of 45 €.
All charges for the establishing of licences and instructions will be privately advanced
by the members of association and potentially reimbursed after termination of the
experiment on 12/12/2012 from the accumulated payments collected at PayPal
account (74C24WL68L8ZY), resp. Volksbank Wilferdingen (17795708).
For personal participation at the event of 12/12/2012 the association will offer
entrance tickets at cost price for housing and lodging.
In case there would be an excess resulting of the activities of the association such
surplus may cover the temponaut success award of 90,000 € advanced by the
initiators.
The association reserves the long term right to transform itself into a charitable
foundation acting in the meaning of the goals of the association.
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